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At a recently reduced price of just 1.01 Exa-Swiss francs,
the Tadpole is a steal!

the Tadpole Galaxy is for YOU!

• The Tadpole is a dynamic, graceful looking galaxy that sports a number of desirable
features for any investor. A spiral galaxy that has long attracted visits from the rich
and famous seeking a location that is a clear “step up” from the run-of-the-mill field
spiral, all rights for taxation and planetary zoning are being made available in this sale.
New owners will also have access to one of the fastest high-speed wormhole networks
of any galaxy in the known universe, with available intergalactic ports to other highly
desirable destinations such as the Virgo and Fornax clusters as well as the Great Void.

• The Tadpole derives its glamorous appearance from a previous galactic collision. The
survival of this spiral demonstrates its hardiness (or luck, which is even better). The
good news is that with such a close interaction having already occurred, a future col-
lision of a similar kind is unlikely, making the Tadpole prime cosmic real estate for
commercial development.

• Features: With ample clouds of gas and a substantial number of young and massive
stars, the Tadpole is a galaxy with ongoing star formation. Its full length is an impres-
sion 0.3 mega light years. From Earth the Tadpole is located in the constellation of
Draco at a distance of just over 400 mega light years. Like other spirals, the Tadpole
has a halo and harbors dark matter.

Own the Tadpole, and be proud of your little corner of the cosmic pond!

Interested? Please contact Richard “Supernova” Ignace at:

Milky Way, Earth, γδξ243− 9Ω7
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For a visual tour, see www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Z4IxnnICFI


